History Irwindale Jardin Roca Garden
chapter 3.2 aesthetics - irwindale, ca - the city’s motto is "jardin de roca," spanish for "garden of rocks ...
city of irwindale – olive pit mine and reclamation plan final eir october 2014 page 3.2-2 quality rock and gravel
found in the city and the prominence of mining in the city’s history. as of 2008, mining operations occupied
over 39 percent of the city’s total land ... 3.2 aesthetics - irwindale, ca - jardin de roca," spanish fo garden
of rocksr "" referring to the high . city of irwindale – olive pit mine and reclamation plan draft eir july 2014 page
3.2-1 . chapter 3.2 aesthetics . quality rock and gravel found in the city and the prominence of mining in the
city’s history. as of 2008, mining operations occupied over 39 percent of the ... irwindale - michele
montano - “so full of holes that more of the land is a pit than not.” (coolidge 2010) it is also known as "jardin
de roca," spanish for "garden of rocks.” (city of irwindale 2012) elaine cullen, irwindale’s economic
development manager stated that, "there's probably not a road in the state without irwindale rock."
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